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INTRODUCTION 

 

How does the devil destroy churches?  If we were hit with an earthquake and all of our 

buildings were destroyed that would not undermine our standing and integrity as a church.  

It often happens that persecution is the thing that God uses to strengthen and purify 

churches, so this is often a tactic that backfires on the devil.  The most effective ways to 

undermine the church are by diluting the truth it believes and the Gospel it preaches, 

dropping all reference to sin, wrath and sacrifice.  We are told that a little leaven affects the 

whole lump and so sin can undermine a church.  Today I would like us to remember and 

consider another of satan’s tactics that he employs in seeking to destroy churches and that 

is disunity through anger.  The words we will be considering are from Ephesians 4:26-27, 

‘Be angry and do not sin; do not let the sun go down on your anger, 27 and give no 

opportunity to the devil.’  We can see from v27 that our anger gives opportunity to the devil 

to get in amongst us and destroy and wound us.  This week as part of our spiritual self-

defence we will be learning about what the bible says about anger management.   

 

Our text comes to us from Ephesians, this is also known as Paul’s letter on the church.  Paul 

has just stated that Christ has appointed officers and teachers in the church that by means 

of speaking the truth in love all Christians will mature and cause the body to mature and 

grow by each part making a contribution.  Paul then enters into a detailed list of the many 

things that we should no longer do or be now that we have been made new and joined to 

the church.  Our verses are sandwiched between a call to stop lying v25, and to stop 

stealing and be generous v28.  We would expect to be sandwiched in between a command 

on murder but instead we find Paul addressing the seed of murder, anger. 

 

Right thinking 

 

Anger of course is a very dangerous sin; it is like dealing with dynamite.  We see that it was 

anger that caused Cain to kill Abel.  It was anger that led Moses to smite the rock twice that 

he lost the right to enter the Promised Land.  So if anger is so dangerous then why do we 

see Paul saying be angry but don’t sin?  Surely we would want to avoid all anger?  Wouldn’t 

we want to avoid the sin as well as the path that leads to that sin?  Paul is quoting this 

verse from Psalm 4:4, ‘Be angry, and do not sin; ponder in your own hearts on your beds, 

and be silent. Selah.’  Contemplating David’s original psalm will help illuminate the point Paul 

is trying to make. 

 



In Psalm 4 David is being persecuted, the psalm breaks down into 3 parts, v1-3 reflect the 

intensity of his complaint, v4-5 gives advice in what to do in that situation, David is most 

likely addressing the restless men who accompanied him in his persecutions who would 

probably sit around the camp fire every night cursing their enemies and promising revenge. 

V6-8 list the comforts that David finds in his sorrows.  Our verse comes in the portion where 

David is offering advice to those who are reacting badly to the slander and persecution they 

are facing.   

 

We need to begin by stating that all anger is not sinful.  We are made in the image of God 

and have been given the God-like ability to be angry.  God’s anger is His justice in relation 

to sin and it is perfect in what it is directed at, and perfect in the actions of justice it ensues.  

Christ who was the incarnation of God also expressed anger, this is seen in His cleansing of 

the temple (Jn. 2:15-17), and in His prophetic woes pronounced against the religious 

leaders of Israel (Matt. 23).  We also see that Paul sees a place for anger against the sin 

that we see in ourselves speaking about doing the very things that we hate (Rom. 7:15).  

Godly anger should be holy, just and directed towards sin.  The reason for the juxtaposition 

of ‘be angry’ and then the call ‘not to sin’ is because we are dealing with a great difficulty. 

As sinners we find it hard not to sin and as Christians we are often the victims of other 

men’s sins.  Legitimate anger against sin and injustice is right but we are only a hairs 

breadth from seeing legitimate anger becoming illegitimate anger.  How do we do this, how 

do we prevent legitimate anger becoming illegitimate anger? 

 

If we read the rest of Psalm 4:4-5 David gives us the advice we need, ‘Be angry, and do not 

sin; ponder in your own hearts on your beds, and be silent. Selah!  Offer right sacrifices, 

and put your trust in the LORD.’  David’s first word of advice for us is to stop and think not 

react.  Think deeply and honestly instead of rashly acting.  This is the same advice that 

James gives us when he says, 1:21-22, ‘Know this, my beloved brothers: let every person be 

quick to hear, slow to speak, slow to anger; 20 for the anger of man does not produce the 

righteousness of God.’  Listen first don’t react first, be teachable and think don’t rush into a 

reaction. 

 

What should we stop and think about?  Here are three suggestions, think about yourself, 

God’s sovereignty and the gospel.   

 

Being honest with yourself can save you from those distortions that our selfishness puts on 

our grievances.  We are all prone to being melodramatic, to embellish the truth and to 

heighten the injustice when it is we who are the victims.  Your personality type influences 

your anger.  Are you a self-afflicting person who internalises pain marinating in it, refusing 

to let it go?  We can have an experience of pain out of proportion to the actions that have 

been done against us through a weird sadistic revelling in the pain.   

Is your self-centredness making another person’s actions that hurt you more personal than 

intended?  In our pain we attribute the worst possible motives to those who have hurt us.  

If we have been wounded by another we make it the result of a personal attack when it 

might have been unforeseen collateral damage.  This cynicism is the opposite of love which 

hopes all things, seeking to put a positive spin on another’s motives. 



In our pain we become blind to our own guilt and involvement and how we may have 

contributed to the situation placing all the blame for all the consequences at the foot of 

another.  This often happens when our pride has been affronted by criticism or slander, it is 

then that we call on our inner lawyer who is always better at seeing other people’s sins than 

our own.   

 

These thoughts about ourselves are not attempts to make as if we have not been hurt, or 

that injustice has not been committed, it is merely an attempt to put some perspective on 

what has happened and to try and understand the temptations to sinful anger that the 

victim has to watch out for.  We are wanting to see how we can avoid our sinfulness 

hijacking legitimate anger and turning it into illegitimate anger.  Even when we are totally 

blameless in a situation where we have been hurt we will not be totally blameless in how we 

respond, and so we need to stop and pray that the Lord would search us and reveal these 

camouflaged sins.  The deceitfulness of sin uses the camouflage of legitimacy to move from 

anger to sinful anger.   

 

David’s call to be silent is a very helpful one.  You see we fixate on others sins, we keep 

telling ourselves how bad they are, we have conversations with ourselves about their 

motives, their inner thoughts, the history of thought leading to their actions, we dream up 

scenarios of them committing this sin against others, we fill the space of our minds with 

accusing thoughts.  David tells us to shut up and think, to be self-reflecting instead of 

reactionary, to guard your own heart against sin, to turn the bloodhound upon the trail of 

our own sins. 

 

Along with silencing our thoughts; and thinking straight David tells us to worship, ‘offer right 

sacrifices.’  Perhaps this will be the greatest remedy to your anger.  Come before the 

majestic and holy God, take your eyes off of your pain, stop licking your wounds criticising 

the one who has hurt you and begin to employ your tongue in praise.  Fill your vision with 

the God whose holiness means your own undoing, and then move from His holiness and 

your condemnation to His love and grace.  Marvel that a sinner such as yourself can be 

tolerated by such a holy God, allow the beauty of His grace to ravish you.  Come to that 

place of desiring to emulate and manifest this most beautiful quality in God that enables you 

to live, and look upon the one who has hurt you as a canvas, an opportunity to portray this 

part of God in the eyes of the world.   

 

Having stilled our minds so that we can now think straight and instead of being perpetually 

in self-pity mode, David turns our thoughts towards God and His ability and sovereignty, 

‘and put your trust in the Lord.’  We need to train ourselves to think this way that it 

becomes instinctive.  David is saying, God is in control God is trustworthy; God is powerful 

to perform His plans and promises, stop fretting and accept God’s purpose in bringing this 

about and trust that He will bring good out of this bad situation.  As Christians this is our 

greatest advantage over those who do not believe in God.  We know that God is sovereign, 

that there is nothing that happens that is outside of His plan, that every situation in our lives 

is under His providence.  There can be no pain that we have suffered that has slipped 

through His fingers, but is appointed and allowed by our good and wise Father.  God has a 



purpose to refine us and make us holy, He is our Father in Christ and has good purposes for 

us not evil ones.  He never makes a mistake in what He allows to happen, no matter how 

painful it is, and no matter how mysterious His purposes might seem from our worm’s eye 

perspective.  In your situation are you trusting in a good God who is working out His good 

purposes?  Suffering is that path holiness and is the appointed path for all believers, will you 

allow the Lord to show you what you need to do, to use this situation to improve your 

holiness, seeing it as a gym or an obstacle course that will make you fitter and stronger?   

 

Believing in the sovereignty of God does not cancel the guilt of the person and what they 

have done, but it does help you to see that God has a good purpose in this and never 

tempts us beyond what we are able to bear.  This was what Joseph comforted himself with 

when his brothers thought that he would take revenge upon them, ‘you intended it for evil, 

but God intended it for good.’   

 

As Christians the other great vantage point we have that helps us is viewing things in light 

of the gospel.  You are an unworthy sinner who has been saved not because you deserve it, 

but who has been saved even though you earned the opposite, you were storing up 

judgement for yourself.  There is no debt against you that is bigger than your debt against 

God. 

Not only has God saved you unworthy as you are He paid all the debt Himself, He did this by 

allowing sinners to kill the most innocent man in the world, not only in payment for sin but 

as an example of faith and holiness.  We are called to walk in the footsteps of Christ, to 

show the suffering love of God in refusing to get revenge and by submitting ourselves to 

suffering. 

The gospel becomes a means by which we preach to ourselves when we are suffering at the 

hands or mouths of others.  We refuse to rise up in judgement, as God chose not to rise up 

in judgement; we choose to forgive the grievance against us even though the person is 

unworthy of forgiveness, just as God paid our debts when we were unworthy.  When the 

anger within us wants to open up old wounds by revisiting the scene of the crime in our 

imaginations; or when our anger wants to fantasize about a painful justice inflicted upon the 

one who has hurt us, we take those thoughts captive to the cross.  We preach to ourselves 

reminding ourselves that we are sinners who do not deserve forgiveness but have received 

it, freely I have received, freely I must give.  We take our thoughts captive to the cross 

literally and think of Jesus praying for His murderers, ‘Father, forgive them, they know not 

what they do.’  Christ chose to think upon anything in them that might rouse the mercy of 

God and not upon their sins and justice.  It is only in this way that we can fulfil the 

command to love our enemies.   

The gospel is not only an aid to anger in that we have been forgiven by grace and given a 

perfect example, in the gospel we also have the power to obey what God commands.  We 

are born again, filled with the Spirit and by God’s power are able to mortify sin and cultivate 

forgiveness and love towards our antagonists. 

 

 

 

 



Right actions 

                  

The early years of marriage are the most difficult, it is then that you have all your 

arguments and disagreements.  I remember going to bed angry with Lynn, lying there 

unable to sleep, but then thinking things over, and more than a conversation, a kiss 

goodnight along with the customary ‘sleep well’ was the signal that I had forgiven and 

moved on and we were at peace.  This was my cowardly attempt as an insecure new 

husband to not let the sun go down on my anger as Paul advises us to do next.   

 

When Paul tells us not to let the sun go down on our anger I believe he is indicating two 

things.  Firstly, he is telling us not to bear a grudge, not to allow it to live and breathe and 

gain strength and become a permanent feature in your life.  We have spoken about taking 

thoughts captive to the cross, this is what Paul means here.  A grudge is like an open court 

case when the case should be shut.  When someone sins against us and we forgive them we 

shut that court case, we fire the lawyers, we step down from the judge’s bench, and 

consider the debt settled.  But when we bear a grudge, we keep the prosecution attorneys 

talking, we keep the private investigators digging up more dirt, we keep the judge declaring 

the guilty verdict and all of this acts as fuel for the fire of our anger that it boils up and 

affects our actions regularly.  The grudge becomes the kink in our armour where the attacks 

come through.  The grudge will impact our thoughts, our speech, our relationships and all 

our activities.  Think of a grudge as a broken arm, it will affect everything you try and do.  

You won’t be able to pray with a grudge, you won’t be able to worship with a grudge, a 

grudge prevents you from wondering too deeply into theological truth, a grudge puts 

coloured glasses on your eyes so that all the actions of your antagonist are seen as bad.  

And Paul is telling us that this is the thin end of the wedge that the devil puts in the door to 

get in amongst us to divide and conquer. 

 

Secondly, not letting the sun go down on your anger reminds me of Jesus teaching on 

prompt reconciliation, Matt. 5:23-25, ‘So if you are offering your gift at the altar and there 

remember that your brother has something against you, 24 leave your gift there before the 

altar and go. First be reconciled to your brother, and then come and offer your gift. 25 

Come to terms quickly with your accuser while you are going with him to court, lest your 

accuser hand you over to the judge, and the judge to the guard, and you be put in prison.’  

Paul and Christ are calling us to communication.  To air our grievances to name the thing 

between us, to call it in order to kill it that true love and a strong relationship might be 

possible.  Open honest frank conversation is necessary for the maintenance of any good 

relationship, to allow things to go unsaid, to allow cowardice to carve out a home for 

unaddressed sin is an open door for the devil.   

 

Right result 

 

Paul tells us that anger is the devil’s opportunity and grudging unforgiveness his open door.  

When we are angry with each other and divided against each other we are doing the devil’s 

work and not God’s.  the devil is the accuser of the brethren and loves to make us see 

others sins.  He loves it when we are critical and accusing, when we see them not through 



the gift of Christ’s righteousness, not in terms of their adoption into God’s family but that we 

continue to drag up the past and see them as criminals and not forgiven.  This is what it 

means to have an evil eye, to see each other in sin not in Christ.   

 

A church that is divided is a weak church and the devil seeks to weaken us in order that we 

will not fulfil the great commission.  If you don’t like the people in the church you won’t give 

your money to support missions.  If you bear grudges against people here you will not want 

to spend time with them and become partners together and effective in ministry.  If you are 

angry with Christians you will not use your gifts to serve the church or allow the gifts of 

others to be used to serve you. If we can be distracted into fighting each other we will 

forget the fight that we are supposed to be fighting, against our own sin and to win the lost. 

 

Be angry, and do not sin; 

  ponder in your own hearts on your beds, and be silent. Selah 
5 Offer right sacrifices, 

  and put your trust in the LORD. 

            

 

     


